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Overview

1. Clean Power Plan

2. Legal Challenges

3. EE Investment Opportunities
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Clean Power Plan

 Final Rule

 Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for Existing Stationary 

Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units; Final Rule, 80 FR 

64661 (Oct. 23, 2015). 

 First time CO2 limits on U.S. fossil electric generation.

 Cooperative federalism model

 EPA sets targets for states (32% average reductions from 

2022-2030) in emissions guidelines rule.

 States submit State Implementation Plans with measures to 

reach targets.
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Clean Power Plan

 Most consequential regulation of electric sector in 

decades.

 Forces sweeping restructuring of electric energy 

sector.

 Essentially a nation-wide cap-and-trade system 

trading allowances and reduction credits.

 Many states will adopt EPA model trading rules.

 Billions $$$ market value.
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Clean Power Plan - Litigation

States Participating in Clean Power Plan Litigation

 Consolidated Petitions: West Virginia et al. v. EPA, D.C. Cir. 15-1363 (Oct. 

23, 2015). 
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Clean Power Plan - Litigation

 Supreme Court stays CPP rule 

on Feb. 9, 2016.

 D.C. Circuit will hear case en 

banc (all judges) on Sept 27. 

 Litigation briefs filed and 

decision by Dec. 2016 (?).

 SCOTUS decision late 

2017/early 2018 (?).

 Current CPP start date - SIPs by 

fall 2018, first compliance year 

2022. 
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CPP Rulemaking Status

 Not enforceable during stay, but . . .

 CEIP (e.g., disadvantaged EE) at OMB.  

 Model trading rules possible this summer 

(revised or final uncertain).

 Some states working on SIPs; NACAA and 

others developing model rules.
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Potential Outcomes

 See Addendum for legal arguments.

 Courts likely to defer to agency in light of Mass 

v. EPA (CO2 is pollutant).

 Adverse decision on fenceline issue could 

disqualify 111(d) as trading mechanism.

 Remand on one or more issues could create 

opportunity to improve approach.  
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CPP – Investment Opportunities

4 CO2 Reduction Categories

 EE (energy efficiency)

 BE (beneficial electrification)

 FC (forest carbon)

 CH4 (methane destruction) 
Only grid-tied reductions counted. Policy Issue: Should EPA take an

integrated approach to energy-related emissions rather than electric sector

only, where lock-in of inefficiencies could increase overall GHG emissions?
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EE in the CPP Final Rule

 EE removed from building blocks, but …

 EE allowed for compliance:
 "(W)e are not finalizing the proposal to include avoided generation achieved 

through demand side EE as a component of the BSER. However, we note that 

most commenters also supported the use of demand-side EE for compliance 

whether or not it is used in determining the BSER, and we are allowing demand-

side EE to be used for that purpose." 80 FR 64730.

 EE qualifies for ERCs or allowance set-asides.

 EPA model rule sets template for State Plans.

States decide SIP approach and EE incentives, so 

engagement is key.
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Types of Qualifying EE

 EE installed 2013 or after, and still saving 

energy at 2022 CPP start date.

 Examples (possible):

 state and utility EE programs

 project-based demand-side EE

 state building codes

 state appliance standards

 conservation voltage reduction

 industrial EE
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Three Ways for State Implementation 

 Rate-based Approach
- Power plants not meeting CO2 rates can buy Emission Rate Credits 

(ERCs) to comply.

 Mass-based Approach 
- States establish emissions cap and distribute/auction allowances; power plants 

buy allowances to match emissions. 

 State-Measures Approach
- States supplement a Mass-based approach with state laws implementing 

emissions-reduction measures through RPS, EE, and other obligations.
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5% Allowance Set-aside for EE

Annual Value = $328 Million. 

_
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EE Monetization

1. Must be qualified project type (TBD).

2. Reductions from common practice baseline.

3. Evaluation, measurement and verification 
(EM&V) – see EPA guidance.

4. Third-party verification.

5. Marketing of resulting ERC or allowance. 
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Clean Energy Incentive Program

 EPA provides matching allowances or ERCs for early 

action RE and certain EE

 Up to 300 million tons for 2020-2021.

 Not yet finalized (at OMB review).

 Demand-side EE projects must be:

 Implement after Sept. 6, 2018

 in low-income communities and 

 will receive 2 credits for 1 MWh of avoided generation (wind and 

solar get 1 credit).
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Summary: EE Investment under the CPP

 Mass-based states: States allocate allowances or 

auction proceeds to EE, probably thru set-aside.

 Rate-based states: EE qualifies for ERCs to be sold to 

power plants.

 State-measures states: EE programs can be built into 

state law, and states can allocate allowances to EE 

projects.

 CEIP: States can incentivize early action EE investment 

in low-income communities through matching federal 

credits. 
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Thank you.  Questions?

David M. (“Max”) Williamson, Esq.

(202) 256-6155

maxwilliamson@williamsonlawpolicy.com



Addendum:  CPP Legal Arguments
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Clean Power Plan – Legal Arguments 

Standard of Review

 Industry: EPA undeserving of Chevron deference where it asserts
“sweeping authority” over the energy sector and national economy,
citing UARG v. EPA and King v. Burwell (Obama Care).

 EPA: EPA has special expertise and sticks to emissions regulation,
so normal Chevron deference applies; and SCOTUS in Mass v. EPA
ordered EPA to act.

Generation Shifting Argument:

 Industry: The CPP forces restructuring of electric sector, which is
outside EPA's Clean Air Act authority. EPA cannot force power
plants to comply by reducing production or paying others to produce.

 EPA: CPP provides power plants flexibility to meet targets by
investing in off-site reductions, but plants can meet targets internally
if they choose. (But no off-site reductions off power grid).
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Clean Power Plan– Legal Arguments

Fence line Argument

 Industry: Emissions standards must apply to individual facilities, not grid as a
sector; industry strategy to confine BSER to internal generation efficiency
improvements or end-of-stack emissions controls.

 EPA: Electricity is an integrated complex machine; emissions limitations apply
to stationary sources when states issue individual permits not at the BSER level.

Section 112 v. 111 Argument

 Industry: Two version of the 1990 Clean Air Act were passed; if a sector is
regulated under 112 toxics program, EPA cannot regulate any other pollutants
from that sector under 111. (“is not included on a list published under section
[1]08(a) of this title or emitted from a source category which is regulated under
section [1]12 of this title”)

 EPA: House and Senate bills simply replaced cross-reference to 112(b) which
was re-written in 1990 amendments. Literal reading is EPA must regulate if not
criteria pollutant, which is not plausible, therefore language is ambiguous and
EPA chose interpretation that avoided industry's implausible result that power
sector could never be regulated for harmful but non-toxic pollutants.
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Clean Power Plan– Legal Arguments

Constitutional Argument

 Industry: EPA is commandeering state government by mandating
emissions reductions that can only be accomplished by changing
state energy policy to shutter coal plants and build gas and
renewables.

 EPA: Under cooperative federalism, states can participate or opt
out leaving EPA to regulate.

Technical Argument

 Industry: Individual states raises issues about achievability of
targets and EPA’s cost-benefit analysis.

 EPA: The extensive record and supporting analysis is reasoned

decision making deserving deference.
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Clean Power Plan– Legal Arguments

FERC Authority Argument

 Industry:  EPA invading FERC authority over power markets.   

 EPA:  CPP only regulates emissions, not electricity sales or rates.

Industry Arguments - Long Shots

 Industry:  Cannot rely on vehicle endangerment finding; CO2 should 

be NAAQS; no evidence of global warming.

 EPA:  Science is well established.


